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DAQ is the process of acquiring analog signals AND convert these signals into digital form for analysis

or transmission by end devices such as digital computers, recorders, or communications networks

DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEMS

The ability of the electronic system to preserve signal accuracy and integrity is the

main measure of the quality of the system



DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEMS

12 –bit

69 USD

24 –bit

1000 USD

24 –bit

500 USD

16 –bit

50 USD







http://www.ti.com/lit/an/sbaa051a/sbaa051a.pdf

https://www.st.com/content/ccc/resource/technical/document/application_note/9d/56/66/74/4e/97/48/93/CD
00004444.pdf/files/CD00004444.pdf/jcr:content/translations/en.CD00004444.pdf



DATA ACQUISITION

Process of acquiring analog signals and converting these signals into digital form

Parameters of DAQ device to consider

Sampling frequency
Bit resolution
Voltage Range



•Aliasing

•Aperture error

•Jitter

•Noise

•Slew rate limit error

•Quantization error

•Error due to other non-linear effects of the mapping of input voltage to converted output value (in addition to the effects of 
quantization).

SIGNAL DISTORTION DURING DATA ACQUISITION

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aliasing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Analog-to-digital_converter#Aperture_error
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jitter
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Noise_(physics)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Slew_rate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quantization_(signal_processing)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Non-linear


The conversion involves quantization of the input, so it necessarily introduces a small amount of error or 
noise. 

Nyquist–Shannon sampling theorem

It establishes a sufficient condition for a sample rate that permits a discrete sequence of samples to capture 
all the information from a continuous-time signal of finite bandwidth.

SAMPLING FREQUENCY / RATE

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quantization_(signal_processing)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sample_rate
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bandwidth_(signal_processing)


The highest frequency component in an analog signal determines the bandwidth of that signal.

According to the Nyquist Theorem, the sampling rate must be at least 2fmax, or twice the highest analog 
frequency component. 

When such a digital signal is converted back to analog form by a digital-to-analog converter, false frequency 
components appear that were not in the original analog signal. This undesirable condition is a form of distortion 
called aliasing.

SAMPLING FREQUENCY / RATE

https://searchnetworking.techtarget.com/definition/bandwidth
https://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/aliasing


From the Nyquist sampling theorem, a minimum of two samples per cycle of the data bandwidth is

required in an ideal sampled data system to reproduce sampled data with no loss of information.

aliasing error caused from an insufficient number of 

samples per cycle of data bandwidth

ALIASING ERROR



2 samples per cycle of

sinusoidal data are taken, and 

the data is reconstructed 

directly from an unfiltered D/A 

converter (zero order

reconstruction)

The average error between 

the reconstructed data and 

the original signal

32% for zero order data, and 14% for 

first order reconstruction

DATA RECONSTRUCTION



The improvement in average accuracy of sampled data is 

dramatic with only a slight increase in the

number of samples per cycle

DATA RECONSTRUCTION ACCURACY



ANION ANALYSIS BY CE C4D, sampling frequency 10 Hz



ANION ANALYSIS BY CE C4D, sampling frequency 10 Hz formate peak

Peak time 3 seconds
30 points
Seems OK



ANION ANALYSIS BY CE C4D, sampling frequency 10 Hz acetate peak



The resolution of the converter indicates the number of discrete values it can produce over the range 
of analog values. 

The resolution determines the magnitude of the quantization error and therefore determines the 
maximum possible average signal-to-noise ratio for an ideal ADC without the use of oversampling. 

For example, an ADC with a resolution of 8 bits can encode an analog input to one in 256 different 
levels (28 = 256). The values can represent the ranges from 0 to 255 (i.e. unsigned integer) or from 
−128 to 127 (i.e. signed integer), depending on the application. 

BIT RESOLUTION

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quantization_error
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Signal-to-noise_ratio
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Oversampling


1-bit 0 , 1 2 signal levels

2-bit 00, 01, 10, 11 4 signal levels

3-bit 000, 001, 010, 011, 100, 101, 110, 111 8 signal levels

x
x
x
x
x
10-bit 1024 levels

12-bit 4096 levels

16-bit 65536 levels

20-bit 1 048 576 levels

24-bit 16 777 216 levels



Voltage 2-Bit Digital Representation

0 to 2.5
2.5 to 5
5 to 7.5

7.5 to 10

00
01
10
11

10-bit converter 1000/1024 mV 1 mV

16-bit converter 1000/65536 mV 0.015 mV

24-bit converter 1000/16 777 216 60 nV

MINIMUM DETECTABLE SIGNAL CHANGE in 0-1V range



WHICH ONE WOULD YOU CHOOSE ?

12 –bit

69 USD

24 –bit

1000 USD

24 –bit

500 USD

16 –bit

50 USD



Model DI-1100

•Four ±10 V Differential Analog Inputs 

•12-bit Resolution 

•High sample rates per channel (dependent 

on the number of channels enabled): 

•40 kHz, 1 enabled channel 

•30 kHz, 2 enabled channels 

•24 kHz, 3 enabled channels 

•20 kHz, 4 enabled channels 

Includes a DI-1100 instrument, a 6-foot USB cable, a 
screwdriver for signal connections, and downloadable WinDaq
software



Model DI-1120
•14-bit analog-to-digital resolution 

•160 kHz sample throughput rate 

Model DI-2108
•Up to 16-bit analog-to-digital 

resolution

•Up to 220 kHz sample throughput 

rate (160 kHz throughput for analog 

channels) 

$259.00

$178.00



https://www.mccdaq.com/

PRICE 99 USD



PRICE 260 USD



PRICE 375 USD



PRICE 630 USD



PRICE 49 USD



ORCA 2800 ECOM s.r.o
http://www.ecomsro.com/en/s40-product/sw-hw/c283-
hw/p632-orca-2800-ad-converter

two channels 24bit A/D converter with two analog and four 
digital inputs

Sampling rates: 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 60, 100, 200, 400, 800 sps

Voltage ranges ± 250mV, ± 2V, ± 20V 

PRICE 800 EUR



http://www.ecomsro.com/en/s124-detail/special/c262-ecomacSOFTWARE



JANAS CARD http://www.janascard.cz/aHome.html

data acquisition module with high resolution up to 26 bits 

sampling rate 3 samples/s

resolution from 22 to 26 bits with galvanic isolation from USB

sampling rate from 80 to 3 samples/s

input range 10 V/ +-5 V, programmable gain 1 to 128

PRICE 400 EUR



Features:

graphical data displaying, zoom, cursors, 

graph copy to other applications

FFT with length up to 128 k samples

digital filters, filter type Butterworth, Chebychev, 

Bessel, max filter order 8, low pass, high pass, 

band pass, band stop

temperature measurement with Pt100, 

thermocouples

store data in binary and ASCII format - can be 

simply read in EXCEL, Matlab etc.

the software is optimised for work with a large 

amount data - up to 100 000 000 samples.

SOFTWARE
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OPEN SOURCE DAQ BASED ON ARDUINO



https://playground.arduino.cc/uploads/Main/arduino_notebook_v1-1.pdf



https://www.arduino.cc/en/Tutorial/ReadAnalogVoltage



https://medium.com/@islamnegm/quick-start-to-simple-daq-
system-using-plx-daq-excel-arduino-d2457773384b



https://www.parallax.com/downloads/plx-daq



A CHILD’S GUIDE TO DIRECT DATALOGGING WITH EXCEL

http://homepages.ihug.com.au/~npyner/Arduino/GUIDE_2PLX.pdf















ARDUINO and ADS1115 16-bit DAC



ARDUINO

INSTRUMENT

HPLC CE



https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/epdf/10.1002/elps.201800304



CONCLUSIONS

Wide range of products available, prices 70 to 1000 USD

Important parameters: bit resolution
sampling frequency
range setup

DYI Arduino based DAQ are an interesting option, price as low as 20-50 USD

True comparison of various devices would be needed to show their performance

Importance of the data storage and further analysis (integration, display)

Importance of sharing information 


